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Introduction

This game has the same structure as a renewable common pool resource such as a forest, an
offshore fishery, or an irrigation system. As participants in this game, you may imagine that you
are fishermen, fishing for fish or local villagers needing to find firewood.

Each of you have been assigned randomly to one of three, equal-sized groups. Each of the three
groups is harvesting an identical, but distinct resource. The number of persons in each group is

If you have not already done so, write your name at the top of your identification sheet and at the
top of your individual record sheet. Once you have done this, hand in your identification sheet to
one of the monitors.

In this game, you will have the opportunity to earn cash benefits. What you earn will depend
upon the decisions that you make and upon the decisions that others in your group make.

This game consists of six rounds, each round corresponding to one "season." At the end of the
sixth round, the cash benefits that you have earned in all six rounds will be totaled and will be
paid to you in privacy.

If you have any questions as we go through these instructions, feel free to raise your hand and to
ask your question. Do you have any questions so far?

Ordering Tokens

In each round, you will place an order for tokens on the order sheet with which you have been
provided for that round. You may consider that each token represents, say, one ton of fish or one
load of firewood. Therefore, the number of tokens that you order represents the quantity that
you, individually, decide to harvest from the resource in that season.



In each round, the net benefits that you earn from the number of tokens that you order will be
equal to the difference between (1) the gross benefits that you receive from "selling" the fish or
the trees that you harvest in that round and (2) the total costs that you incur in harvesting this
quantity of resources:

Net benefits=Gross benefits - total costs.

In each round, your token orders will be anonymous, known only to yourself and to the monitors.
Similarly, the net benefits that you earn will be private information to you and to the monitors.

That is, throughout this game, no one else in your group will know how much you harvested in
each round or how much you earned from harvesting this quantity.

Gross Benefits from Ordering Tokens

In each round, the gross benefits that you will receive from the number of tokens that you order
will be given in the table with which you have been provided, entitled "Schedule of Benefits."
For example, if you order 6 tokens, your gross benefits from ordering 6 tokens will be .
If you order 12 tokens, your gross benefits will be .

Study this table carefully. Every participant in every group has received the same table. In every
round of this game, every participant will earn gross benefits according to this same schedule. If
you have any questions about this table, please raise your hand at this time.

Costs of Ordering Tokens

In each round, the costs that you will incur from the number of tokens that you order will be
equal to the product of (1) the number of tokens that you order and (2) the average cost of each
token:

Total token cost = No. of tokens x Average token cost.

We are studying an increasing cost process. Each catch of fish or load of firewood costs more to
obtain than the previous one. Therefore, the average token cost of ordering tokens will increase
as you and the other members of your group order more and more tokens.

The first token that your group orders will have a base cost of $0.01. Then, the second token
that your group orders will cost $0.02. And, the third token will cost $0.03, and so on. That is,
each additional token will cost $0.01 more than the previous token ordered.
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inform you of (1) the number of tokens ordered, (2) the average token cost, and (3) the total
net benefits for each of the three groups.

Then, from this information and from the "Schedule of Benefits," you will calculate for yourself
and record the following on your individual record sheet for this round, your:

Total Average Total Net Benefit
Gross Benefit Token Cost Token Cost

At the end of the sixth round, you will add up the net benefits that you have earned in each round
in order to derive your total net benefits. As a check; the monitors will also calculate on their
computer your total net benefits. In this game (although not in real life!), if you earned negative
net benefits in any of the six rounds, this loss will be rounded up to zero. No one will lose any
money in this game.

Changing the Rules

The resource from which you are harvesting is a renewable resource that is fully replenished at
the beginning of each season. Therefore, the base token cost will remain $0.01 for each round,
and the cost of each additional token will also remain $0.01.

But, in order to help you improve your net benefits in subsequent rounds, the monitors will
change the rules of the game between rounds 2 and 3, and again between rounds 4 and 5.

For the first two rounds, the rules of the game are:

No communication with any other participant,
either in your own group, or in any other group.

Do you have any final questions before we begin the first round?



A SECOND SET OF RULES:

For the next two rounds, the rules of the game are changed. You are now allowed to have a ten-
minute open discussion among all members of all groups in one room. You may discuss the
experiment in any way that you would like except that you may not use any threats or promises
of side payments. All other rules discussed in the initial instructions remain the same.

We will time this discussion and tell you when 10 minutes has elapsed. Then, you must stop
communication and make your individual decisions.

This rule will be in effect for Rounds 3 and 4.



A THIRD SET OF RULES

For the last two rounds, you will meet with the other members of your group in a room that will
be announced by the monitor. Each group should assemble in its room and spend ten minutes in
a face-to-face discussion within your own group. You may discuss the experiment in any way
that you would like except that you may not use any threats or promises of side payments. All
other rules discussed in the initial instructions remain the same.

We will time this discussion and tell you when 10 minutes has elapsed. Then, you must stop
communication and make your individual decisions.

After Round 6, we will tally your net payoffs across all rounds and pay you in private what you
have made.



CONSENT FORM

You are invited to participate in a decision making situation conducted to investigate
individual decision making. Funding for this decision-making situation has been provided
by several agencies of the Federal Government of the U.S. This experiment is scheduled to
last about one hour.

Your participation in this decision situation involves making investment decisions as described
in the instructions. Your individual decisions will remain anonymous to the group. Your
identity will never be identified as part of the published results.

If you have any questions concerning the decision-making situation, please feel free to ask Elinor
Ostrom.

Your participation is voluntary. You may decline to participate without penalty. If you decide to
participate, you may withdraw from the experiment at any time without penalty. If you decide to
withdraw, however, you will not be eligible to have your name in the set of names form which
one will be chosen randomly to receive cash earnings.

CONSENT

I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form, I agree to
participate in this decision situation.

If you wish further information concerning this experiment, contact:

Professor Elinor Ostrom
Workshop in Political Theory and Center for the Study of Institutions,
Policy Analysis Population, and Environmental Change
Indiana University 408 N. Indiana
513 N. Park Mathers Building, Room 224
Bloomington, Indiana 47408-3895 Bloomington, Indiana 47408
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TOKEN COSTS
THIS TABLE DISPLAYS THE SPECIFIC COST PER TOKEN FOR TOKENS PURCHASED BY THE

GROUP

TOKEN NUMBER (COST)








